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I
Wisconsin Center. for EducatiOn Research

I.

MISSION STATEMENT 1r

The mission-of the Wisconsin Center for Education Research
is-to understand, and to help educators deal with, diversity
among students. The Center pursues its mission by conducting
and,synthesizing research, developing 'strategies and materials,
and disseminating knowledge bearing aprotr the education of
indilikluels and diverse groups'of students in elementary and
secoEnry schools. Specifically, the Center'investiAktes

diversity as a basic fact of human nature, through
studieg of learning and development

as'a centcal challenge for,educational
techniques, throtigh,studies of classroom processes

diversity as ak key issue in relations betWeen
individuals ank.insti.tutions, through studies of
school processes

diversity as a funddmental'question.in American
social thought, through studies of sOcial policy
relatt1 ti education

_

The Wiscon n,Center for Education,Research is1 a noninstruc-
tional department of the University of,Wiscon n-Madison
SchooLof Education. The Centtx-is supporeed primarily with
funds from the National Institute of Education.
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Catching Up

Introduction

The computer gra.has begun: Th& digital computer has become an

4

integral part of the fabric of our society. Virtually eve.ry individual now
lay 4

needs,some knowledge of computers. How Computers work, how they are

programmed, and what ther can do should be part of the general education qf

most if not all futur citizens.

In this paper we explore the new technoldgies, consider what they

'offer"to education, how they can help contain educatio Al costs, and how

schools can begin to plan'for a smooth transition from today's primitive

classroom-envfioninent td the electronically equipped classroom of tomorrow.

'Computers are widely used thwoughout American industry: They have'.

been incorporated into production, marketing, sales, serviA, and virtually

.

every other branch of corporate life.

When low cost microcomputers'were introduced about five years.ago, small
,

4

businesses jumped.on the opportunity o emulate-their bigger competitors.

Home cbmputers'are becoming commonplace and, in some form', will prbbab y be

in a majority of hom es by the end of_the-decade. Most cbllbge student now

hhve thelopportunity to work with and learn about computers, although not

all of them taie advantaie of this opportunity. In contrastelementary

and secondary education remain largely.untouched by the computer revolu-

tion. Will the'situation remain that'way?
%

Alternatively; till computer assisted education lead to the eventual
V

-collapse of the formal public education system 'as,we know itt This has"

been prediCted by several authors, for example, Christopher Evans in his

1
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provocative book The Midro Millenium (1979). Or will computers serve to

reinforce class lines? Will the econbmically advantaged parents provide

their children with computer based educatIori at home aria send

.them to private or affluent public schools that make effectteuse of

computers. If this happens, will the educationally disadvantaged fall

further and further behind, attending hopelessly outdated schools?
A

,

Deci.Sions made by schools in the vext few years will be critical in

decidkng le future of public education in the U.S. There is already a
.i

tremendous gap to close, an enormous amou t.of catching up to do. With ,

each year of Indecision, procrastination and inaction, the gap"widens.

It is urgent that (a) economic disparities in the quality of education

be addressed, (b)' students become knowledgeable about computers, (c) the

1

qu lity of education be greatly improved, and (d) tile coSt of education be

coitEained. While all aspects of basic education need improvement, educa-

-
ition in science and technology need special at ention because of the

4

increasing role that these disciplines are playing in society. The

well-being o our nation depends Upon the quality of pniversal education.

Cotputers,ras the ultimate information machines, can help us reach Mr

_goals--

The diffiCuities we are having in international competition, particu-
*

larly with respect toJaPan, are an indicator of weaknesses in-our educa-
.

tional sYstem. Since there is a long time lag between action and conse
.:

quence in education, we will have to f.aee quite a few more.years of economic
. .

..andsocial difficulty even if we act immediately. These difficulties,

should provide a strong motivation for moving as quickly as possible.'

We believ.e that,the schools can effectively incorporate computers into

' the existing syitem. We suspect that the computer and the vide&lit
,
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The variations in reflectdd laser light are transformed into a video image
*

and accompanying sound. Each side of the disc has 54,000 turns of a spiral
4 -

1

technologies will prii* to be ihe most valuabre teacher's aides ever

invented. We ate optimistic that if there is a will to act, Americanswcan
-

provide quality education forttheir children.

Computergechnolosy

The digital comPUter manipulates infortation according to logical

rules and procedures. It can execute a large number of Operations quickly.

There are increasingly sophistic4ed programs (sequencei of logical cora--

mands) and piogramming languages designed to help us capitalize on the

basic act of computation in many different ways.

Initially, computers' weid relatively largd Ahd.eXperisive. About five
4

years ago, engineers and scientistslearned'how .4T produte a silicon chip

that incorporates pie equivalent of thousands of transistors, and the low

cost miciocomputer was born.. Since then, the power of computers has

approximately doubled every two years_while the price has remained more,or

less constant. This is significant for scAools. The ability of A coMputer

to deliver useful instruction depends in part upOn its computational power

6

and the size of its memory bank. As the computational,ptwer and memory

iitTt a school can aflord__
_ di

increage, more interesting and "intelligent" programs become possible.
4

Such programs can be both ecovlothical aviAnstructionally effective.
.

Eventually, it will be itpractical for schools not to make use of computers.

yideodisc Technology
A 4

The laser optical videodisc stores information on a pladtic'dissc

similar in size to an LP record. The information is read by a laser.befm.
//

defined.by millions of tiny pits in the silvery gurface. Each turn of the



spiral contains the information' for one image.

4 holds.54,000'indiv.idal "frames" (images, picturcs).

, r;.

`k

Thus each sideof the disc

Since the laser beam

"reads" the disc without

it can 'hold 'on one frame

touching it aSs a phonograph needle touches an LP,

indefinitely without wearing out that.portion of-

the disc. Furthere'an'electronic command can, withiV two to five seconds,

move the laser beam.to iny.bne of the 54,000 images on one side.of a-disc.

The abillty to move quickly from one part of the disc to anoiher is essen-.

tial for branched instructional programs. In effeCt one sAle of at disc
e-

,sprovides accesa'&14-a, collection of 54,000-slides.- The disc can also stote

toving.pictures from film or videotape sources. One sida of a disc will

hold one-half hour,of film when played at the normal
, .

second. Almost any degree of slow or fast motion is
,

still imagA can be combined in any proportion.

speed of 30.images per

possible. Moving and

In summary, the videodisc can store moving pictures, still pictures,

printed wo ymbols-ianything that can be car4ured by any of the media

available today. These can be miXed in any proportions on a disc. A -

moving image ca e examined in actual time, slow mption, or fast time, or
.

'

_

it can be stopped and held motionless at any frame.

..
We don't often think about tile relativ'e density of information

.;.
relative cost, but the Videodisc brings this into our consciousness

powerful way when we refleCt on the

About 2,500,000 words., 54,000 still

pictures.- This illustrates a point

or its

in a

fact that'one side of a disc will hold

pictures, or one-half hour of 7ring

we return to later: that words,

printed materials, predominate in our educational practices in part bdcause

of econbmic considerations.

The videddisc and the cbmputer can be combined in instructional

applications. This allows the Viewer to interact with the program:

a 9
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respond to questions, ask questions, give instructions, and so on. The

domputer can respond by branching to an appropriate part of the program on

the disc. CoMputer generatg-characters--wordsr , numbers, symbols--and

computer generated images--AneS, 3ine drawings, charts, arrows-.-can be

-.superimposed dn images Itom the videodisc.
.

If you-haven't yet seen the computer controlled videodisc, perhaps

this brial-description will atIeast ,Xet you begin to appreciate the power

it offers a's an instructional topl. The,discontinuipy between real life

and representations of that life can te immeasurably reduced with this

medium. Thet,coMputer-controlled videodisc can enrich education enor-

mously--if we learn to-Use it effectivelf.

%

,

.
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II

' Learning and Knowledge

-- 't

-
..-The Nature of Leaining :

,../

. ...-,,,.
. /
'A brief overview of the learning process is presented her4 to provide,a

context for the ditussign of computer and videodisc technology in.educa-

tion. In the attempt to'be both brief and interesting, we havetaken

.liberties with the formal academieLstyle of discusglon. We believ'e that

what we describe is p u ible in the light of current knowledge, although .

much may bd considered speculativ%. When wedestfihe what goes on in

someone's mind, there is an inductive leap that the reader Must tolerate:

we observe patterns of behavior and'infer that certain procegses are taking

place. Our justification for-thrs is that all of us operate on the basis of

implicit and explicit models of the world. In the following.discussion, we

are trying to make our model explicit so that you will be able to see the

link between our model of learning and our view of the role of the computer.
1

Expectation and Response. Oux basie assumption is that there is a

biological basis n'r behavior. Thai is, orianisms learn,primarily through

changes in the physical properties of the nervous system. The changes May

be structural, as in the proliferation'of dendrites; electrical, as in the

conditions for passage of an electridal.nerve impulse; or-biocbemical, as ih
-

the conditions for passage of ions across m4mbrane. As the nervous system

is modified., the flow of information-through the'nervolls system is altered.

There is a growing body of Aridence to support'this physiologic view of
A

learning For example, animal youn8L raised in environments,that are rich in

positive simli have much richer dendrite (nerve process), development than

7
V
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tliose raised rn rren or traumatic environments: Also, various chemicalg
4/

-have bee identified in theb win that influence learned behavior.

A each,instant, an animal has a set of expedtations generated by the
,.

stimuli t at ce es. 'A certaiii smell meats to expect food. Anothert
,

smell meanqto expect danger. The sight of water generates the.expectation,.

;of relief Lrbril thirst.' In the simplest model of behavior, as,long as one's

expectations arb'cOnfirmed, all is right With the-worla and thece is no need

for additional learning to take place.

,f

Learning, modification di expectations and responses, is caused by a
,

er

challenge to one's,expectations. When,somethidgeappens that was not

expected, ihe animal or human must,SOmehow tome to terms with this novel or

unexpected event. Expectati9us are then modifiedthat red color means the
f

A

object ig hot--and behavior is modified accordingly--don't touch the stove
,

Higher organisms often Beek out novel and challenging eVents and this

-increases the probability.o; encountering Occasions for learning. How often
1.

---
.

do we consciously use challenge and surprise to motivate and interest our
,.

students?

A) ,

.
.

Gradually, as we acquire more arid more experience ii-ta given domain

.g., physical space, social intergction, food, games,,,ene's own body),,we

build.up what might be called a mental model of that domain, a "world, view."

Kelly (1955) and White (1959) propose that.each orus constantly builds a

'Ve

'model of the world and constantly checks that model agailut reality. Such a
. -

World view helps us to carry out some of the 'myriad operations we execute

in,aaily life. We decide where to direct odr Attention,- We anticipate the,

pladecto pUt,each foot as we walk or climb stgars..We have ay idea,of how

geople will respond to,a smile or a frown. However, life i always full of

surprises', and no matter how much experience we have, we are never completely
' 4:1
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...- . free'of Ovel events that challenge us and 'lead to change,s.,in our world)
,..., . . ., . .

view. These changes sometiMes consist of; sma/l adjustments'and at other
4 -

I times inVola major restructuring of the model. As A youngster.matures,

/

learning involveesuch repeated and soMetimes painful alterations in-world*

view.

Attentibh age Motivation. For,learntng to take place, the leatner must

(focus. agttention on the matrial to be-learned. There may be some,subliminal
* . - .

, learning, but this is not believed to'be of -great congequence in formal

education. Out of the immedhe laa of signals that feach qe senses, espe-

cia11y. the eyes and ears, the'learner must Tay attention to the relevant

information whish. defines tir lesson or task. The student must be willing
1

to pay attention to ltseon goals and materala defined by others. There

are, of course, many retsons for individuals to accept the implicit contract .

of being A student; such as feer of consequences of noncooperation, desie

(, to plase someone, nterest or qbility in a subject, and curiousity and

-...de'Sire to explcire.

The motivations of individual students vary. Students' intentions;
, A

goals, attitufies, txpectations, and preferences play an impottant role in

their approaches.to'learning. Teachers aneschools attempt to motivate ,

. r

studentsby using various combinations of the factors abov.e. They work

continuously to focus the student's attention on ihe learning tasks, They

challenge the student pith grades, puzzles, novelty;.they attract. ;he

student with'rewarda, promises, attradtive-materials; and they pressurethe

student with social pressure, Axades, and implied and elfplicit threats. As

the students Mattre,'mote ogportuhities are provided for pursuing individual

goakè and interests and greater-discipline,is expected in the pursuit of>

,s

those-goals anki.i ereats. Ori of 'the most universal human desires is the
tv,

/-

I.

o

-"s
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desire to be competent, to have control over one's environment, The desire,

ta 'achieve competenCe becomes a driying force for Many older students. The s'

resulting emotional (affective) connection helps the student to maintain

.-i

commitmtnt and engagement even in the face of extreidely Aeman curricula
-.0

..
,,.

4

such -as medicine, law, and engineering. Other students become discouraged,

l
or disinterested as they grow older, feeling not power from learning but

frustration in school.

J' Emotions are intricately related to effective learning. As mentioned

earlier, all

-attention to

rules within

ignore. One

responses to

of us are bombaided by more signals than we can possiblY pay

at anygiven instant. Therefore, we must have gome decision

-

us fo determine Ohat we will pay attention to and what we will,

essential part of the decision process is tied to our emotional

the different signals that are competing far our,attention;

Many motivaing factors are emotional. Vivid movIng and stlil PiCtOres,
A

gamel and other aspects Of the new technologies may appeal to the emotions

and increase involvement in learning.

Importance of Images. Images can provide models of skilled performance

1

to guide-tAe efforts of the student in such areas as handwriting, sports,

crafts, the rusies of social interaction, medicalpskills, and possibly

intellectual performance.

Images can provide a sort of motion picture of important processes

("runnable models" to use Alan Collins' term
1
) such aS cell,division', the

rainfall cycle, the operation of an internal combustion engine, and so on.

Images can give the student the rich supply of examples that can help

in the attainment of important concepts such as cell membrane, cell-nicleus,

classes of minerals, classes Of machines, species, classes of\fluman inter-
0

0

action (e.g., pecking order), classes Of human society (e.g, tribal).
,

14
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In general, the evidence.suggests that observing images is not, in

itself, a powerful learning device. However, dn combinatiOn with other,

more direct methods of instruction, the opportunit5yto observe. images of
1'4w

4 that which is to be learned seems to greatly decrease the time for learning.

We would propose that if images become sufficientiy ine4ensive,.the inte-
4

'gration/of images into an instructional system would enhance that syStem in
,

quite noticeable ways.

Consider these examples: 'a scientgic discussion of the rainfall

cycle, a description of the operation of an engine, a-poem abouta lake, a

story aboa Walden Pond. With a'book, the student is asked to learn about

the event or thing'through words without haVing observed it. At best, a
4

1photo or diagram might be iricluded in the book. With a videodiscl scenes or

events can be picture& so that language may be used to describe scenes and

4 events that the child has seen and can visualize. Experience tells us that

the second kind of leamning is generally preferable because the vich visual

experience gives more meaning to the words and because the words are being

chosen to fit the images.

Formal Education fr

As culture develops, certain skills and knowledge become formalized and

ritualized. People are often.encouraged to learn.certain things in abstract

ways without being challenged brevents or experiences. This is one of the

functions of the school., School is an artifidial world in which the modifi-

cation of expectations and responses is not,left to chance but is carefully

orchestrke& to produce specific, desAied performance. Exactly what knowl-/

edge.and, skills are to be included in the curriculum is determined by

various adults in the society. However, curriculum revision usually lags
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behind 6Ocietal advances because of the complex and cumbersome nature of (a)

recognizing changes, and (b) responding to them in appropriate ways.

There are, of course, many levels' of events.in school. There is the

informal or hidden currigulum of socialization, in which students feel

pressure to find and accept unique roles in the society of the classroom.

There is also the formhl, codified curriculum: language, mathematics,

literature; science; and so on.

Declarative vs. Procedural Knowledge. Research into the nature of

learning suggests that humans learn procedures (e.g., assembling a

carburetor, baking a cake, gerforming the long division allgorithm) diff4ar-
.

ently from declarative knowle (e.g., listing the major organs of the :

body, naming the state capital This distinction is often characterized

_as the difference between knowing how (procedural) and knowing Oat (deciara-

tive).

I
Schools are-sometimes criticized for overemphalizinideclarative

knowledge,and underemphasizing procedural skil1s. We nclude that there

'are economiC reasons for Ois alphasis. Proceduraltskil often involve.

material resources as in a carpentry shop, an automotive shop,,an art

studio, or a science lab. The purchase and management of these materials is

expensive. In addition, instruction with shop, studio, and iab materials

requires close attention by an instructor. The learning process in these

settings'tends to be relatively slow and time consuming. Assessment of

-procedural knowledge is aldo more difficult than assessment of ddclarative

'knowledge. Consequently, shops,4tudios,.and la4 have generally be'en

reserved for affluent school districts and for the later years of schooling.

In contrast, words, numbers, and mathematical symbols are comparatively

inexpensive. Of course, procedural skills may involve words and symbols as

1 6
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well as more concrete.materials. 'Preparing an outline, diagramming a,

sentence, solving a math equation, and analyzing a physids problem are

))7procedural skills that can be presented and solved ith words, and

line drawings. The ability to manipulate abstract symbols is one of the

most dramatic of human intellectual skills.'

4
EduCatioh ahd Training. There is an i0ortant distinction to be made

betweek education and training. Training is preparation for well defined

future tasks, suar as operation of a lathe, a typewriter, or a computer.-

Education is, in contrast, prepaXation for unknown future events. A good

education curriculum accurately 'anticipates the, kinds of knowledge and skill

tht will be important in the'future. . For example, American society expects

that individuals should' know how to read,-whatever form the future takes.

Curriculum debates often aiise from ditfering visions of'the future. Ftr '

example, some people say that with hand_cAlculators being so inexpensive and

readily available, we should rib longer spend'time teaching the long division

algorithm. Others enV'ision disaster '4 we fail to teadvhat particular

skill. In each case the statements t4arding the curriculum are influenced

to some extent by views of the natute of future society. Sometimes we make

curriculum decisions without assesSing esent and future developments in

society, and these are usually bad decisions.

It should be recognized that the distinction between education and

training is not always clear=c4. There are elements of general education

in the most vocational lesson and elem

I
nts of straining in what is thought of

as general pr liberal education. Much schoolwork seems to involve 9xplicit
'.-

'training, multiplicatpn taies,'=combined with implicit education, mathema-

41* tical logic.

1 7

4.

11
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Language and Experience. Alan Newell (1978) said that if he had xo,

characterize humans, he would call Oem The Great Recognizers. We have the

ability to recognize Scenes that we have seen before with a remarkable

degree of accuracy. Recall of objects, events, and scenes tends to be

stimulated by visual similarity. For example, seeing-a-river can stimulate

recall of a river seen previously. Seeing d'car can stimulate recall of

another car.

Language provides a powerful "shorthand" of symbols with which we can

file and retrieve experiences. For example, we may ask a student to recall

0.

five buildings s/he has se6 or three rivers s/he has crossed. The words

"building" and "river" are connected to a rich acray of personl experiences

and examples.
*

Philip Morrison once said, "Language gives us
4
yesterday and tomorrow.

Lahuage is thesCaffolding Of experience. Because Many different exper?--.

1ences are drawn together by i single word, language gives us the ability to

-mentally span time and space. When we think of the word "apple," we can

remember the apples in our childhood experiences, the apple trees we enjoyed

as youngsters, and the apple.pie we ate last Christhlas.
1 .

As-we generate more abstract concepts, the brain links different parts

-of our experience in more and more intricate ways. For example, we may be

asked to think of all the ways that energy flow influences our society.

Language is essential in achieving more complex thought processes.

In summary, experiences without words are difficult to integrate,

describe, and retrieve. This may be why we remember so little-of our infant

life, before we had langUage to help organize our memories. Words give us

access to our past experiences and enapie us to.imagine fhture experiences.

At the same time, wordb withouz c,,d to have limited. znaning.
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The two reinforce each other and are defined bi one another. Both experi-
f

ance and language are affected by'expectatlions: we heat what we estpeet to

hear and see what we expect to see.

di
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'The Ini,terface Baween Electronic

Technologies and Learning
.

,)
Tools for Intellectual and Creative Expression

There are many computing devices that are ideal for creative exprIssion

as described below. Alothe moment, however, the videodisc is not very
X'

useful as a tool for creative expression in the classroom, since it is not

possible for students to- -comiibse or invent on the videodisc. Thu's, the

videodisc will not be included..in the discussion below. 4

The Computer-Based Word Processor. This is a specialized tool that

greatly simplifies the iechanics of writing, editing, correcting,-and
a

retyping a teport or manuscript. Infect, word procvssors so facilitate

scholarly production by Animizing the mechanical details oi writing and

permitting makimum attention to the flow of ideas thit the authors of this

,paper have become addicted to them.

The follnwing story illustrates their usefulness: About a year ago,

one of us had to revise large manuscript in jwit one evening. The paper

had been drafted.earlie detailed editorial comments had been obtaiAd

from three readers. There were revisions, often major ones, to be incor-

porated into forty pages of'text. Fortunately, the paper had been,prepared

on a word processor so that corrections could beemade instantly on a

computer terminal. After the corrections were completed, the paper was

A
printed by the computer printer. The printed document was then copied and

collated by a modern office copier. The entire operation was.completed in

just thred hodrs. Imagine how mych longer this operation would have taken

if the paper had gone through the old routine of (I) preppring an edited

eV
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master copy with hand written corrections and inserts, (2) having a secre-
*

tary type a new draft from the edited copy, (3) proofreading the retyped

copy, corr&cting the typing errors, and (5) copying thel/final copy.,

the a

dern word,processorsLare extremely easy to use. They take much'of

ir-

ny out of writing because each draft can be'producrd as clean,

neati typed, copy. It is as easy to make major changes, such as rearrang-

ingfeentences and paragraphs, as it is to make minor borrectiOns such as

spilling errors. These assets must surely be as attractive to beginning

witers as they are to s2holars.

Many computers have auxiliary programs to aid in mahuscript prepare-
,/

ition. For example, theie is a program called "Spell" that'will review an

- entire docUment and identify all'misspelled words. The author can then

determine the',correct spelling (which on some computers can be done with

the help of an on-line:dictiOnary) and edit the_ manuscript accordingly.

1.0

Similar analysis programs could be imaginedyfor the instruction of young

childien--such ae-one that picks out the subject and verb of the sentence.'

In summary, with word liroCessors students could dthieve a higher level
.

of quality in :their creative and technical writing, whether a story, a

laboratory report, a yearbooke a class newspape'r, or whatever. With the

mechanical details of writing minimized, students can pay greater attention

to content, form, and style. And with the satisfaction that comes from

producing clean, professional looking copy, students may be more motivated

thil ever liefoid ft-0 tack/tithe tas15,of composition.

Teachera can use word processors asillassroom instructional devices.

This is dlready being done in some universigs. Using a large screen or

projected image, teachers can work with.a whole class eo edit or review a
0

document, to diagram sentences, and so on.

es
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Microcomputers as General Purpose Tools. 'Microcomputers can help

students prodUce not only text but al.so music, line drawifigs, geometric

shapes, and animation: By composing computer graphics youngsters can

explore,the basic con6pts of art such as color, balance, form, visual

flow. In fact, some of the most imaginative uses of computers have been in
1

the creative arts. For example, computers enable a single person playing a

piano keyboard to sound like a string quartet, a Wodwind ensemble, or .a"'

eAtire orchestra.

Limited computer intelligence probably incurs the least annoyance when

:)
the computer is used as a tool. For example, the word processing program

used to prepare this report'is not very advanced in comparison with.many

word processiwg programs now on the market. Yet it it so mpch better than
,'17 .

a typewriter Oka,,t we constantly mairvel at and feel good about its help.

'celpratinals, programmable calculators, and digital
Similarly,

.4
ompute d,in research are appreciated becayse of their

ility to amplify ou intellect, just as a tractor amplifies our physical

.s.

4

4 6

We feel there is an important disiinction between the "computer as
5

teacher!' and the "computee'as tool."' We use tools to help us work toward

tome goal. If ware tolving physics problems, a programmable calculator

is a Useful aid. f we.are engaged in a social deience research project

with a complex statistical design, the computer is a godsend. We can sense

the work saved and the intellectual potential provided. When the computer

is b-eini used as an instructional device, We don't,use it to achieve our

goals; rather we give it the lead and try to achieve the.goals it sets out

for us. In this case; its limited intelligence is apt to frustrate and

annoy us because of a "pretense" of intelligence and sensibility that

/.1 2 (-)
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cannot be sustained. When the'computer h#s sent the same message of
* ,

congratulations to us for the umpteenth time for answering cor4rectly, the

'limitation of the device.is apparent...

Thus, we feel, as do many others,.that moe,instruction should.be
,

created involving the computer as a tool, at least until much more intelli-

gent'instructional programs are wrilten. This is the approach Dr. Seymour

Papert (1980) has taan. He gives young children a special language (LOGO)

that,they can use to "teach" the computer to do interesting things of their

own choosing. Of course, to use the computer as a tool we must learn its

properties, just as we must learn the properties of any instrument we wish

to use--a 4the, a camera, a microscope. This approach deserves serious

.consideration in elementary and secondary education sinpe there is no doubt
,

that the people who can successfully use the conipufer as a tool will play

an increasingrfimportant role in society in *the future.

Are there instances where computers should mit be used as tools? For

example, will computer music lead to the elimination of conventional

musical instruments? So far, this seems unlikely. What seems to happen is

that new musical ideas are explored with computer technology, and these

ideas are then expressed using electronic technologies, conventional

instruments, or a mixture of the .two according to the aesthetic preferences

f the artist and the audience.

On the other hand, penmanship is likely to decline if students begin

composing text on computers in the early grades. Is this a.serious loss in

the education of our people, or does it represent constructive evolution in

what is important to krtow? We lean toward the latter view.. =Most people

today do not know hoW to can vegetables, spin wool, or milk a cow. This

lack orknowIedge is not a serious deficit in a modern society where all. of

4
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the commodities.ate available at-a local store.. It would be setious if we

'were to be cast back into a more primitive form of existence. Similarly,

writing with a handheld tool is a primitive art that may have no place in

...-

the electronic society of tomorrow except as an artfstic skill, as

calligraphy is today. It would be foolish to eliminate penmanship from the

curriculum before the transition to a fully electronic society is completed.

At the same tite, it seems equally foolish to attach too much significance

to this skill. The continuing need,for penmanship should not cause us'to

suppress the use of computers in composition.

Knowledge of the multiplication tables and the,long divraion algorithm,

may be--probably already has been--eroded by the advent of the inexpensive,

hand-held calculator. Like many others, we are less confident that this

loqs can,be ignored. These skills may be important to the understanding of

higher level math skills. We feel it is important that students should

learn to use basic computation skills routinely to estimate answers to

check either their own math,ok that performed by a computer. ,itudents

should rely on their Uwn computational ability to answer ,the question "Is

this answer reasonable?" when examining the answer to a practical or

scientific prOlem. If students acqufre the ability to estimate in their

heads routinely while obtaining mathematically precise answers with a

calculator, the use of calcu1at1Wwould be appropriate.'

4

Instructional Aids

Computers as Tutors. The small modern computer is very stupid com-:.

pared to a teacher. However, in terms of its ability to analyze and react

to certain kinds of student wotk, it is tireless, infinitely patient, and

nonthreatening. It is excellent for drill and practice with immediate

feedback. "For example, computers can generaee sequences of mathematics
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problems acco rding to parameters,set bythe teacher or programmer. These

pioblems can be printed and given to students as homework or worked

on-line. The former'arrangement is degir.able if 4a) class time is to be
,

conserved, or (b) there, are,nnt tnough maehintg tó permit individual

1

students to work at the terminal for extended periods. The computer can

ry,

also evaluate the students' work, indicating which answers art correct and
.

90providing additi ,1 instruction, information, ot direction where needed.,
-

Computers can also analyze patterns of success and error in order to reveal

deeper misunderstandings. Appropriate assignments *by the teacher and

feedback by the computer can help correct such_Aisunderstandings. Because

of time limitations, computers can often give much more detailed feedback

than teachers.

There are already a variety of programs available for teaching arith-

_

metic, spelling, geography and other basic subjects. These have been

designed primarily for the home computing market rather than for formal

educational prngrams.

Addition of computers-as-tutors to the classroom environment can make

. teacher-student interactions more fruitful by expanding the student's base

of exPerience and practice. Access to a computer maY give students a wider

range of experience in a subject than was Previously possible,
A

John Seely Brown, Alan Collins, and G. Harris (1978) and others are

working to deyelop sophisticated tutoring programs. Sophisticated tutors

have (a) knowledge of; the subject to be taught, (b).a model of the indi-
t,

vidualttudent's learning modality, and (c),an ability to react intelli-

gently -to, a wide range of student initiativ+.

Brown's "ijuggy" program (Brown'ErBurton; 1975; Brown, Burton, &

Hausmann, 1976) illustratts both the .potential and the

7
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difficulty of this approach. Brownend'o,thersparticularly-loeM
f

,BenjariA Davis (1982), suggest that young students-do nOt always make
: ,

random errors in simPle addition and subtraction. Rather stUdents often
. *. ,

seem th make systematic errors, as if the arithmetic ptOg.tarps in their
* i

. - ,

brains have defects, or pugs, 'in them. .Brown's grolup charted all or moSt

of the possible errors that_could%he made in simple add oniti problems,
.,, _

Once this was donep the group programmed 4 iomp4ehr to analyzeistudents'
_

,.

errors and identify onea that are made systematically, the bugs associated
*

*
;

with each student% SuCh an analyks could help:a teacher and eVentuilly a,

computer program to tutor the student to eliminate sources of systematic

error.
-

.

Until recently, teachers rarely_noticed children making systematic
,

math 'errors. The computer was importarft/itdtecting Such errOrs and is

virtually essential for any full-scale analys s of them. If an effective

diagnostic computer program is produCed; it could conceiVably help every

student in the country at yery little cost,pei- student.

The complexity of many human thought processes suggestg that it will

be'a \Teri long arduous task to develop intelligent tutorial programs. More

powerful, more appropriate languages, andmore complex programs will be.

ine7eaed. : *

,

Computer Gies. Mar% cellputer-games an situlations'have branching

operations'embedded in them. For example, in the game Adventure, the

player often has a choice,of actions suchoas throw a knife At the dragoa,

go east; climb tree, lopk around. A different consequence-results fom

each choice. The essential contributions of the coMpUter are to serve (a)

- as ah opponent whose skill'is matched to that of the learners (b) as a game

c.9
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managir that keeps track of the details of the game, and (c) as a library

of available;games. ,

.
-

, ,
,

Each Of the games is what has been called a microworld--a small arena

in which a spedial set c rules apply. Almost any gate is like this.

Computer'gades can be tore complex than board games. In general, the '

larger ana.more clever the program, the more interesting and challenging

the game. There are. several different programs Aesigned to play chess with

:a-human player; these are probably the most sophisticated examples Of

complier intelligence in games so far created.

Theoretically,'instruCtional games can be devised that both teach and

have the motivational properties of games. An important4report or:this,

"What Makes Thiigs Fun to Learn?, A Study of Intrinsically Motivating

Computer Games, by Thomas W. Malone (1980) should be read by anyone inter-

se- ested in this su ect.

In our'view, cbmputer games have not yet made a significant contribu-
, °

tion to fOrmal -instruction. It may be that the capabilities of the computer
4

and the quality 9f programmlng have not yet riached the level needed for

that contribution, or there may be other problems involved in trying to

combine games and instruction. We should not give up, however. The idea

of a simulated world in which learning enjoys the same level of motivation

-

and challenge as that associated with games, at least for some people, is

4

I worth pursuing..

Computers as Instructors. As noted previogply, instructional programs

can be presented via computer. Such,instructional packages are.commonly

, .
, ..

)
used by the Bank of America IBM, Digital Electronics Cqrporation,General

'
.

Electric, and other large. corporations- for, training new staff and; for
. ,,

1
S' 4

,. ,- imparting new skills to existing staff. These programs tYpiCally ae

.

q.
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highly branched.and permit a lot of learner control. For example, the

25

learner_may request additional examPies to illustrate a particular concept,

mdy ask for'an explanation of the meaning of a word, or may choose to skip

a section s/he knows fairly well. The coiputer frequently presents prob-
,

lems and questionS to tbe earner to mduitor the learning process. Depend-
*

ing:upon the student's responses; the computer may branch torsimpler, more

detailed explanations'or to higher lev:I materials.

Videodiscs to Extend Experience

One goal of education is to extend both language and experience so

that we have (a) words to help us capture the important asiects of experi-

ence and (h) the experiences that will help give meaning to the conceptsP

presented. 'Another goal of education i to have the procedural

(psychomotor and intellectual) skills to carry out our plans, our inten-

tions. To achieve these goale learners mus4, like scientists, repeatedly

go back and fotA between language and experience--checking the accuracy of

thetr'perceptions against theit verbal and symbolic;Constructions Of thoe

-perceptions. As noted earlder Kelly (1955) tnd White.(1959) propose that

each' df us constantly buildS a model of the world and constantly checks

that model against reality. To do this.we need both language and experi-

epce, apd we need to be aware that each of these systems (verbal ahd

perceptual) has distortions, gapd, errors, and fla*s. The videodisc can.

facilitate this process immeasurably. It gives us the_opportUnity to

incorporate visually rich illustrations into our instructional process on a

regular Oasis.

Until nox.%.teachers have generally had to chdose between media: That

is; shall they buy a new book (words) or a new movie (images)? With the-

:videodisc, educators art no 'longer forc d into an eitherfor choice. A
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verballiand diagramiatic explanation of cell division, fpr example, can be

enriched with a two or three minute time-lapse film of cells dividing.

Images of actual processes will enable students to relailTber them much more

vividly than the vague, abstract words we use to describe processes, espe-

cially when those.worde are unconnected to relevant experience. *NI

Using images to provide visual experiences ig probably not of great

educational interest until the student is asked to describe the events.;

answer questions gbout them, predict what would happen if:conditions were

mOdified, eic. It is what we ask the 'student to_do tpat transforms informa-

tion into an educational experience. One way to get students to use their

knowledge in dn interesting and useful way is to ask them to participate in

simulations that incorporate itportant relationships.

Simulations. One of the most promising uses of the computer-con--

trolled videodisc is the simulation of complex systems that require a

scombinatipn of knowledge and skill. For example, a computer simulation of

nuclear reactor called "Three Mile Island" has received excellent re-
, .

. views. The University of Utah Physics Department is using.a computer plus

videodisc to provide a realistic simulation of the operation of an oscillo-
,

scope. WICAT Systems is producing videodisc programs to simulate the

process of diagnosing medical conditions". Simulations-are also used for

training astronauts and pilots.'

In general, whe6ever realistic images can improve instructional,

quality, a videodisc can provide those images. For example, in medical

situations, the doctor.must interpret the appearance of tissue, X-rays, a

. patient's expression=when answering a question, and so pn. In such chses

textbooks or computers alone are nOt able to provide the images needed.

The."intelligent" videOdisc is a marked improvement.
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Expandable Text. Images are not essential to a stlident who has rich

\ftsgrience in the domain being studied. Sflie can use his/her own memory to

give meaning to words and can often accept verbal instructions that are

very brief and succinct. In group instruction it may be desirableto

provide swift, succinct instruCtion for those who can use,cit and offer more

verbal explanations and/or visual experience for those who need or want it.

The videodisc can provide such an "expandable text.". Command keys

permit trbie student to move up and down through several levels of tqorma-

tion in both the varbal and image dimensions. For example, the student

could ask for definitions of certAn concepts in cell division, or for a

- more detailed explanation of the process. Alternatively,.the student may

request another view of the'process of cell'division, perhaps specifying

animal or plant cells. Often the photogr4phs of a biological event are

difficult to interpret because the objects of interest do not stand out

(e.g., vesicles near a membrane). In such cases, the student could call

for computer animation with line drawings, or the superimposition of line

drawings on top of color or halftone photographs to isolate and highlight

structures.

If the student wanted multiple examples to form a concept, s/he could

keep asking for examples and problems until the concept was firmli fixed

in mind. Similarly, if the author or teacher felt that multiple examples

were important, a series of them could be presented to the student,and the

student asked to interpret each one.

Note the awkwardness that arises when we try to distinguish

between words per se and the.objects, experiencesand processes that words

represent. We.feel that confusiOn between symbols and the things the

symbOls represent is the(source of banY dif,ficulties in out teaching

30
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practicei and in the minds of children. Nevertheless, for'thiS discussion,
. .

the diSiinction is important, and we hope we have succeeded in making that

distinction.

Acness'to Resources ana Refdrepce Materials

Large computers can search information files and bring to the screen

any information that is stored--and almost any kind of information can be

oe
stored.: verbal, aural, visual, and even three dimensional. Smallet

computers can perform similAr4unctions blit with smaller 'files-,

Economics of ,Intelligent Videodiscs. The two sides of an intelligent

videoditc can hold 108,000 individual frames Or piCtures. Each krame can

be held on the-television screen as long as one likes. Thus one can think

of the videodisc as a book with 108,000 pages. However, beCause of the

poor resolution of the television screen, each video page cannot hold as

many words as a norMal.printed page.

The following examples may convey the tremendous storage capacity of

the videpdisc. A book of 1000 pages is a very large book: Imagine a'

library of 100 picture books each containing 1000 pictures of some_subject.

How much would one expect to pay for a picture book with 10004pages of

pictures? At ten cents per page, the price per book would be $100. This'

means that the pictures from a single videodisc, if in boOk form, might

cost $10,000t Yet a programmed videodisc can sell for $50.

Now let's look at the capacity of the vidodisc to imore wordsLnot

its strongest point because words alone fail tO capitalize on the.potential

of the technology. Itagine that each frame of a videodisc contains just

ten words. An entire videodipc could then contain oVer one million words.

This would be equivalent to 'about 2,700 pages of teXt'having 400 words pek

1
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.pcinted page. If one estimates that each page of printed text'costs 5

cents, the book would be worth $135.

Actually, a videodisc frame,can easily contain 50 words. A videodisc

with this density of verbral information (50 rather than 10 words per frame)
\

., .
would,be equivalent to p,,*f1ted material costing $675 (assuming the same

algorithm as above) ince a "expensive" videodisc so far costs no more'
,

\than $50, and most videodiscs c st $15 to $25, the videodisc clearly con-

tains a tremendous amount of information at low cost. The capacity of the

videodisc is 'shown to best advantage with Combihations of words and moving-

and still.pictures. Even as a library of wards alone, the videodisc is

economically competitive.

But what about the cost of the equipment? A computer-contraled

videodisc player will probably costoabout $2,000 in the foreseeable future.

Thus, the capital cost'is not negligible. Let us assume that a vi1eo4isc

player could be used forken hours a day for five years, and that it may

cost $2,000 to maintain and service the computer-controlled 'player over

that five-year period. Also assume that it will be used about 250 days of

the,year. This would give a total usage (10 x 250 x 5) of 12,500 hours atVia

a total'cost pf $4,000, or about 30 cents per hour. If a student can read

30 pages an hour, the cost per page is about 1 cent.

Trends in information storage suggest that descendants of the video-

disc will provide us with libraries, about 40,000 volumes, on portable
to.

computers the size of a notebopk. The economic savings represented by .

this, compare4ito the cost of a 40,000 volume library of print material, is

quite impressive. Every classroom will be able'eo store dictionaries, ,
r

encyclopedias pndothercommon teferenceematerials qd a'disc, and eaCh

school will be able to .afford a substantial central library. Not only will

32
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chfy'be more accessible, but dictionaries and encyclopedias can become muCh

more informative in videodisc form than they are in their current printed

versions. Students will'not just read about Niagfa FallS' or the White

KangarPoof Australia--they will look at rhem as well.

Modes of Access: Direct access to stored information represents the

simpleselbse of the computer. Computers are able to store large volumes of

material and retrieve them on command. In the classrooM, the computer may

also make suggestions. For example, if a student asks for information

about Brazil, the computer might.ask, "After you look at the material about

Brazil, would you like to see some information about neighboring countries

such as Argentina?" In this way the computer may stimulate the stu'aeni to .

,broaden his/her interests.

Computer-based resource materials could make use of branched menps

where materials are arranged in an outline form. Initially,,the gtudent

may select the topic "Brazil," then look for the subheading "fodd,"-then

look for the next subheading "regional," and so on.

If the-student wishes to browse,,the oomputer'cOuld randomly,select

material from its memory files and display titles and/or,brief descriptions

on the.screen. The screen might ask, "Would you like to read more about

this, would you like to see more titles, or would you like to go on with

your work?" This is somewhat analogous to browsing In a library when you

have no particular purpose in mind.. The student is simply loking for
..

something interegting.

As a student works with the computer, the computer may'gradually build
1

up g profile of'his/her interests.' ahis prAile could then'be used to

modify theprobability of a gives kind of browsing material being brought

to the student s attention.

33
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Information, Resources, and Cuiriculum. The curriculum it influenced

by the cost of information. As mentioned previously, the observable fact

is.that the formal curriculum of the schools is heavily weighted toward
-

verbal, tjTsibolic learning. It is also oriented toward declarative knowl-

edge as opposed to procedural knowledge. The procedures that are taught

are largely those involving the manipulation of words, symbols, and line :

drawings. Often students are required to maniPulate words and symbols When

'they have little or no basis in experience to give those words and symbols

and symbolie operations (e.g., math) meaning.

Words and'symbols are low in information content, although they have

.the power to -evoke tich representations or memories when we have relevant

experiences-to be triggered. &page of print can be represented in a

computer by about 15,000_bits. (A bit is the smallest element of computer

code--similar to a dot or dash in Morse code.) On the other hand,'a single

.picture on a television screen requires about 333,000 bits! Thus, a

pidiure includes about 20 times more information than a printed page. A

half hour of television requires 54,000 individual pictures or about 20,000

million bits of information, while a moderate sized novel can be encoded by

,about 10 million bits.

We observe that object- and image-rich learning environments tend to

be allopated to professions that have the highest value in our society

(e.g., the fine arts, medicine, science, engineering, computing) and

,certailiAmportant vocational areas such as,pilotifig,an airplane. Even

here, the most intensive.use of equipment and objects--because they are

expensive-17tends to be reserved for the "survivors" of the school system

and provided jdst before the individuals actually go to work--i,e., when

the apprentice ib about to give society a return for iis investment.'
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Perhaps it is true that this pattern of emphasizing words and symbols

in early education is optimal. But the observable facts argue against this

conclusion. For example, the children of affluent parents grow up in

environments that are rich in toys, objects, equipment, images, tiavel, and

so on. The schools, also relatively.enriched, then provide the words,

symbols, and intellectual skills to,help these children organize and think

about their rich base of experience. (The affluent child also gets a boost

of a rich supply of words at home.) Society has come to the conclusion

that children of affluent families are advantaged while chil ren of non-

affluent families are disadvantaged.

The fact of the matter is that three-dimensional models, machine

shops, audio-vieual equ ment, materials, and field trips are expensive.

The schools are driven to emphasize words and symbols becaUse they cannot

afford anything else. Only a small fraction of the school budget is

available for anything except salaries and most of that is expended on

textbooks.

Reading, writing, and arithmetic are essential components of education

in modern society. But surely we would like our children to learn aboue

science, music, environmental design, and many other

, subjects involving complex procedural skills.' If our premise is correct,

the'only feason such skills ere,not woven into the curriculut is becausq of

the cost of the materials and equipment.' Learning of abstract, symbolic

. .

knowledge would be likewise enhanced by a better balance between images and

symbols. It also suffers because 'of the cost of the images.

. 'The cOmbination of, the computer and the videodisc will enable us to

introduce procedural learning and graphic images into the,schools econom-

ically. If we are correct, excellent materials will be produced for the

t.)
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"intelligent" videodisc, and procedural knowledge and'illustrations will
Ye

gradually become part of the formaI curriculum. We will be able; for the

first time, to search for the optimal balance between procedural skill and

declarative knowledge, between observations of actual events and symbolic

representations, of them.

36.
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Status and Potential
3

Technological Limitations

In the'previous sections we've outlined many advantages provided

by the computer and videodisc. Here We consider some of the difficulties.

Computers, today, are not very intelligent. As Christopher Evans said it

The Micro Millenium (1979), the intelligence of present day computers may

be compared to that of an,earwig. He also suggests that computer

intelligence is evolving rapidly and may soon, say by 1990-2010, exeeed

human intelligence along many dimensions.

St present, however, memories are limited. This means that programs
#

are necesgarily limited in gize and the data base that a computer can use.

to interpret a student's action is limited in scope. The memories of most

computers aren't even comparable with those of infants.

Computers also have limited graphic and image capability because of

the vast amoun't of digital memory it takes to store pictures. The

1

videodisc is a partial solution to this problem, as,it does provide

.realistic representations; but the videodisc does not permit the

a

flexibility of image manipulation, as in enlarging and reducing diagrams.

The creation of computer languages id a relatively new skill, one that

is still 'in its infancy. Perhaps as a result, good (intelligent) programs

seem, to these obdervers, to.grow very slowly. Education has not yet.

attracted much attention from computer manufaCturers an'd developers. Most

programming talent has been devoted to military, industrial, and commercial

development7-not the development of programs for education. AB a result,

educational computer programs are being developed more slily than is
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necessary or desirable. Education, as is usually the case, must try to

make use.of programs that have been developed for other purposes. Fdr

example, word processing and speech synthesis programs are available to

education because they were developed for comMercial applications'.

Similarly, voice recognition programs will eventually be available for such

subjects as early reading instruction because they are being developed to

replace typists who transcribe dictatiog tapes.

Technology and Organizational Structure

Every large, long-lasting enterprise has an organizational structure

that reflects and supports its dominant technology. The organizational

structure of a successful enterprise helps people to be productive with the

dominant technology. Successful organizational structures tend to be

stdble. They resist change even when change is crucial to their ability to

survive. The organizational structure of the schools helps people'to be

productive with classrooms, blackboards, textl3ooks, and homework

_

assignments. It is not appropriate for the large scale use of computers

and videodiscs. Conversely, one of the least disturbing ways to.introduce .

the computer into today's schools'is as (a) a kind of powerful electronic

blackboard for the teacher (See recomMendations below) and (b) as a

homework tool for the students.

If we want to use computers extensively, we will be required to think

through a new organizational structure that is centered on helping teachers

to be productive with the computer, and transitiOnal structures that can* *

help us mdve from here to there,

Talent, Investment Costs, and Eesearch

'To capitalize on`the computer and videodisc in educition, we need more

aabetter talent authoring technological/y based instructional materials-,
. ,
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ist_

a

better programminvand programming langUages for educational as opposed to

commercial purposes, and more research on learning in a technologiCal

environment. Very limited pvestments are being made in these areas. As

we move into the electronic age, we seem to be losing confidence in our

ability to-improve education to produce people who are knowledgeable. We

have a multitrillion dollar economy and a 150-billion dollar educational

system. Yet we are unwilling to invest in the training of talenl, the

development, and the research that could help us prepare society for,the

accelerating pace of change.,

The problem of producing people who can design and write effective

instructional mgterials for the new educational technologies is unsolved.

Deep knowledge of a subject, knowledge of the learning proceis, and-

artistic and practical skills are needed to create written, visual, and

audible-Materials. Very few individuals have all these skills, and-we have

no programs either to train such people\or to.support them after they have

been trained. When we,assemble teams of people in.order to obtain the,

requisite combination of skills, they tend to be unwieldy and expensive.

This issue needs serious national attention.

It is difficult tO identify:importaqt elements of events in familiar

contexis. Studies in unusual settings (e.g., observing South Sea

Islanders) c'an help elucidate the'critical elements. Efforts to develop a

theory of learning and developmenhal projects tn computer-based education

could be of great mutual benefit in this regard. 'The theories could gu,ide

develOpments, and the results of development projects could piovide

opPortunitiee far testing theories. Very,litle work:of.this kind it

taking place in our educational research hters.of anyWhere else.
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Conclusion

Licklider (1980) has estimated that education needs an R & D budget of

$1 billion a year to make effective use of the new technologies. Without

resources of this order our computer-based matehals will alwaYs be 'a pale

shadow 'of what they could be and what is needed. Although the figure of

billion seems ex6Femely large, reiember that it-is less than one41,ercent of

our yearly expenditure oweducation and a tiny fraction of our gross
. .

national,Product. Furthermore, the future'of our economy depends on

productivity, and productivity depends in many complex ways on the gualiiy

\of education. Society is an inverted,pyramid with the 'large base of the

economy resting on the much smaller eciucational system, and the'educational

system resting 'on a tiny vertex df Imowledge and development effort.

the base is crumbling out from under us-be

_anvestment In R & D.

New computer developments

large commercial implications.

will become

Because of
A '

a se Of the inadequate

available because they have
,!

our inadequate educational

And

system, the Japanese will gra4ually move into a dominant economic'

positionParticularly in the field of computer and robot construction and

related electronic,sand production fields. When new developmentssmall

portable and powerful computers, optical character readers, voice

recognition, the digital videodiscbecome inexpensive the schools will

attempt to make use of them. Schools will lag behind becadse of inadequate

investment in research and development and an dtganizationarstructure that
'

is inapprOpriate for the neW technologies.. In the meantime, the affluent,

will'increasingly, make use of computers while the large mass'of students

4re deprived of adequate access to them.

4u



Footnotes

1
Collins and Stevens (1980) do not use the term "runnable models," but

their-report contains an up-to-date version of Collins' ideas.

Orl'2Quotation remembered from, a Quarterly Report of the PSSC curriculum

development pro)ect during the 1960s1

1
A very recent paper by Henry Jay'Becker (1982) addresses this theme.

or

1
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